
Supplementary material and appendices

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL: Prosthetic foot evaluation questionnaire

Figure S1. Prosthetic foot evaluation questionnaire administered to each participant after each prosthetic foot condition.
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APPENDIX
A. LLTE evaluation moment balance
The LLTE framework predicts the prosthetic side lower leg trajectory when subject to a prescribed set of ground reaction forces
applied at specific center of pressure locations along the foot. During most part of a step, the prosthetic foot has a portion of
its forefoot or heel in contact with the ground1. This portion of the prosthetic foot is assumed to be tangent with the ground
allowing us to calculate the location of the lower leg from the deformed shape of the prosthetic foot under a given loading
case. However, during heel strike and toe-off, the prosthetic foot can be in a line-contact with the ground, being able to freely
rotate around the heel or the toe respectively. In these instances, the orientation of the foot and the lower leg, θshank cannot be
resolved solely from the prosthetic foot deformed shape. In these instances of stance, including the reference knee moment in
the analysis enables us to calculate the lower leg and foot orientation and fully define the lower leg position. Figure S2 shows
the corresponding free-body diagram from which the moment balance around the knee was conducted. Including equations S1
& S2 in the structural analysis of the prosthetic foot deformed shape solves for the lower leg orientation θshank and allows for
the calculation of corresponding prosthetic foot deformation in the ankle reference frame, δx and δy, at the specific center of
pressure location. The lower leg position is then calculated from the lower leg orientation and prosthetic foot deformed shape
(Eq. S2)

∑M = 0

∑M = Mknee +GRFx(yknee − ycop)−GRFy(xknee − xcop)
(S1)

yknee − ycop = (Lshank +hank −δy)cosθshank +(CoP+δx)sinθshank

xknee − xcop = (Lshank +hank −δy)sinθshank +(CoP+δx)cosθshank
(S2)

Figure S2. Schematic of the prosthetic lower leg at the end stance with the CoP located at the tip of the prosthesis. a)
Free-body diagram of the prosthetic leg with the loads shown in grey and the geomtric dimensions in black. b) Schematic of the
prosthetic foot deformations under this loading condition with the shaded red the undeformed shape and the solid red the
deformed shape.
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B. GRF profiles, CoP and lower leg motion for each participant

Figure S3. Average kinetic and kinematic variables over the entire stance phase for each prosthetic foot type averaged across
all steps for participant 1. This includes horizontal and vertical ground reaction forces (GRFx and GRFy), center of pressure
progression (CoP), and lower leg position and orientation in the sagittal plane (xknee, yknee and θshank). Results are shown for
the both the prosthetic and intact side, and compared to the corresponding reference physiological data2 used in the LLTE
framework to optimize the foot. The shaded regions correspond to one standard deviation of the normative physiological data.

Figure S4. Average kinetic and kinematic variables over the entire stance phase for each prosthetic foot type averaged across
all steps for participant 2. This includes horizontal and vertical ground reaction forces (GRFx and GRFy), center of pressure
progression (CoP), and lower leg position and orientation in the sagittal plane (xknee, yknee and θshank). Results are shown for
the both the prosthetic and intact side, and compared to the corresponding reference physiological data2 used in the LLTE
framework to optimize the foot. The shaded regions correspond to one standard deviation of the normative physiological data.
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Figure S5. Average kinetic and kinematic variables over the entire stance phase for each prosthetic foot type averaged across
all steps for participant 3. This includes horizontal and vertical ground reaction forces (GRFx and GRFy), center of pressure
progression (CoP), and lower leg position and orientation in the sagittal plane (xknee, yknee and θshank). Results are shown for
the both the prosthetic and intact side, and compared to the corresponding reference physiological data2 used in the LLTE
framework to optimize the foot. The shaded regions correspond to one standard deviation of the normative physiological data.

Figure S6. Average kinetic and kinematic variables over the entire stance phase for each prosthetic foot type averaged across
all steps for participant 4. This includes horizontal and vertical ground reaction forces (GRFx and GRFy), center of pressure
progression (CoP), and lower leg position and orientation in the sagittal plane (xknee, yknee and θshank). Results are shown for
the both the prosthetic and intact side, and compared to the corresponding reference physiological data2 used in the LLTE
framework to optimize the foot. The shaded regions correspond to one standard deviation of the normative physiological data.
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Figure S7. Average kinetic and kinematic variables over the entire stance phase for each prosthetic foot type averaged across
all steps for participant 5. This includes horizontal and vertical ground reaction forces (GRFx and GRFy), center of pressure
progression (CoP), and lower leg position and orientation in the sagittal plane (xknee, yknee and θshank). Results are shown for
the both the prosthetic and intact side, and compared to the corresponding reference physiological data2 used in the LLTE
framework to optimize the foot. The shaded regions correspond to one standard deviation of the normative physiological data.
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C. Prosthetic foot power

Figure S8. Average prosthetic foot power over the entire stance phase for each prosthetic foot type. The solid horizontal line
corresponds to the zero power level.
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